
ADDENDUM to LHCSpin Project              
 
• Interested community  
The signatories of the proposal represent an acknowledged fraction of the worldwide 
community in the spin-physics sector both in the theoretical and experimental fields. The 
experience of the most of proponents in proposal, construction, running and leadership of large 
collaborations guarantees for the successful implementation of the initiative.  
The signatories are convinced that the proposed initiative is the most promising way to 
introduce polarization at the LHC. It constitutes a unique perspective to pursue spin-physics in 
the hadronic sector in Europe. Once approved, it will gather together the physics community 
that is now spread over different initiatives. The other competitor might be considered in the 
long-range term the EIC facility to be built in the USA, that, if approved, will start data taking 
after 2030. It is anyway worthwhile to stress that the different kinematic range and physics 
probes adopted make the two initiatives complementary from the point of view of the potential 
physics perspectives. 
 
• Timeline 
The technology of the H/D polarized targets and polarimeter is supported by more than 30 
years of experience, and is therefore mature and does not need additional development, except 
for the target chamber with storage cell suited for polarization. Here, the experience with the 
SMOG2 project just accepted by LHCb will be mandatory. The competence of the group 
guarantees an advanced and a reliable source of polarized gas of extremely compact design, in 
accordance with the LHC technical requirements. The project can be realized in a total time of 
3 years (1 year design + 2 years construction and testing). 
The above considerations apply also for the new vertex detector employing the well established 
technology of silicon strip detectors. For compatibility reasons, some of the solutions adopted 
for the LHCb VELO detector will be extended to the new vertex detector “VELINO”. Also in 
this case, a total time of 3 years (1 year design + 2 years construction) is considered as 
appropriate for the complete realization of the vertex detector. 

 
• Construction costs 
The proposed experimental setup consists of two main parts: the polarized H/D target with the 
relative polarimeter and a new vertex detector. A short summary of the costs based on solid 
experience is presented here and will be detailed in a more refined proposal. 
 
• Polarized H/D target 
o Atomic Beam Source 
! Vacuum system and dissociator 500 keuro 
! HF-transition    250 keuro 
! Control electronics   250 keuro 
o Breit-Rabi Polarimeter 
! Vacuum system   500 keuro 
! HF-transitions    250 keuro 
! Control electronics   250 keuro 
o Target chamber 
! Vacuum system   500 keuro 
! Openable storage cell   250 keuro 
! Control electronics   250 keuro 



• Vertex detector 
o Silicon sensors    500 keuro 
o Readout electronics    500 keuro 
o Moving system    200 keuro 
 
Total  4200 keuro 
 
• Operating costs 
The operating costs of the polarized target are mostly connected with the power consumption of 
the vacuum system. A constant supply of H/D gas has also to be taken into account. 
The target will be automatized and remotely operated with minimal attention from the shift 
crew. 
 
• Computing requirements 
The implementation of the proposed experiment does not imply substantial additional 
computing requirement to the present LHCb data stream.  
The target polarimeter can be considered as a stand-alone system running on a dedicated PC 
with limited computing capability. Data transfer to the experiment data stream can be 
performed at low rate (i.e. once per minute). 
The new VELINO detector, given its function and the luminosity foreseen for the polarized 
target experiment will contribute for a fraction of load of the VELO detector itself. 
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